
“CORONA”  NEWSLETTER 2020
Its over two years since the last the last City Sound Newsletter -some of you have  never experienced the 
joyous ecstasy of our newsletter dropping on your digital doormat!
For this special edition we've assembled the information entertainments and topical humour to help you while 
away those isolated hours.

First things First

Are you sitting comfortably? Well get up then! Stand tall feet shouder width apart, ears above toes!! relax knees.Shake your 
feet then legs,trunk,arms,make floppy like a golliwog. Stretch upwards,wiggle fingers and thumbs – can you touch the 
ceiling? Breathe in on a count of 4 then out on 4 – repeat breathing out on 8,12, and 16 Sing up and down an octave 
counting from 1 to 8 and back down from 8 to 1 Repeat clapping on 3 and stamping on 5. Choose a note and sing up and 
down in a circle with a nasal whining sound like a siren. Repeat until you are told to shut up(which won't be long).                    
Collapse back down in your seat – you are now ready to receive words of wisdom!
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From November 2018 to-------Eternity!!
My thoughts go back to November 2018 when I reluctantly took on the 
role of Chair for CitySound Voices. I can think of many adjectives to 
describe the journey to date, but the one at the forefront of my mind, is 
“Unexpected”. I add challenging, exciting, rewarding, fulfilling, at times 
stressful, but good for the brain!! As we have approached each new 
venture, I think we will never get through this, BUT we always do, mainly 
because we are a terrific team. In the beginning, with Ruth at the helm, I 
muddled my way through and I know without the help of Simon and 
Deirdre, I could have sunk at this point.
 We were delighted to welcome Tenor Alexander Johnson and Soprano 
Krystl Ride as guests at our Christmas concert in December 2018 at St. 
Michael’s. I will never forget Ruth and Alexander’s rendition of “Tonight” 
as they peered into one another’s eyes and hopped from pew to balcony 
whilst in full voice. A real Diva moment for both of them and an 
experience for both choir and audience. The social committee as always 
provided refreshments during the interval and a new idea, “chocolates” at 
the end of the concert.  A real treat. The Christmas Dinner was different at 
Lansdown Golf Club. Bring and win hampers were just fantastic. I 
remember shaking in my shoes as this was my first real event where I 
needed to speak publicly for the first time for many years. Little did I 
know then what the future would hold, although I seem to remember a few 
rumblings about Australia!?
Then came the blow in January when Ruth visited me at home to say that 
she was stepping down as MD from July 2019. It was not entirely 
unexpected, but there was a secret to be contained whilst thinking ahead 
towards the choir’s future.  We had concerts to get through and of course, 
we did so in our professional way as always. KES were our guests in the 
Spring and MMVC in June. In between we managed a great skittles 
evening at the Harrington Club. Before our final concert with Ruth, there 
was the big question of a replacement conductor. Emails, CV’S and 
references all graced my computer desk. It was tasking, but nevertheless 
interesting and brought me back into the real world. Our candidates were 
of a high standard and after interviews and auditions we all chose Nick to 
succeed Ruth. 

Comings &Goings

Early in 2018 we were sad to lose Liz Castle, 
Jo and Anna. However since then we have 
been lucky to attract excellent replacements 
in Helen followed by Rita and Liz and then 
more recently Mandy and Sarah. Gill Ruffles 
left last year but when everyone is present 
we have a strong soprano section (and Liz L 
has been able to return to the alto section).

 Rita brought Peter with her and soon after 
Marion joined so the tenor section was 
increased by 33%! It is good to see Paul 
returning to the bass section after a 
sabbatical. 

The alto section has benefitted from the 
addition of Hazel and Judith and the return of 
Fee to an already strong  group.

A big thumbs up to all those who have joined 
us in the last two years. It is no easy task 
learning a new repertoire particularly when 
many pieces are well known by others and 
not often practised. Thank you for your  
persistence and contiuing enthusiasm.    



Now to Ruth’s departure with a wonderful concert at Frome 
Festival where Ruth had lived for many years. Krystl and Phil 
joined her in a Mozart trio which literally raised the roof and we 
sang Ruth’s favourites. We then could relax at the meal organised 
by our social committee.
The farewell party at Susan and Mike’s was emotional, warm, 
welcoming and a brilliant occasion with many happy memories. 
Thank you to our excellent hosts.
September brought Nick’s arrival and he came with a very 
different regime. Clearly a very talented dynamic young man 
who has brought with him excellent grounding and as a result we 
have risen to his challenges and reached his exceptionally high 
standard. The concert at Bruton was our first together and 
although a very cold day, the people of Bruton were delighted 
with our singing. It was also a success for the organisers, Sally 
and Robert, whose tremendous efforts were much appreciated.  
The meal afterwards had a real family feel to it and Nick joined 
us before zooming off to another Gig. At Christmas, the 
committee had sole responsibility for organising the concert. It 
was a renewed task for me having spent most of my teaching 
career putting on Carol services and productions, but it does take 
some time to get the brain in gear again. Thanks to Nevis, who 
suggested schoolchildren from Churchfields and Peter who 
brought along his ladies singing group, we almost had a concert 
in the making. The evening was a great success and the children 
stole the show. CitySound led the way and our high standard and 
overall improvement was commented on by past members,our 
loyal “groupies” and people from our packed audience. The best 
yet, were the general comments. An extra delight were the chocs 
and even Father Christmas as the concert came to a close.   We 
all faced new challenges on return in 2020 and were indeed 
fortunate to hold a concert at St. Swithun’s, in Bathford in early 
March. We began rehearsing with mixed feelings concerning our 
repertoire. Faure Requiem and Les Mis medley. What a contrast 
and it worked! I must say that this concert stands really high in 
my estimation and Nick had the insight to combine both works. 
He showed his outstanding talent and complete control. His calm 
and reassuring style has been such an asset to CitySound. And 
then came the unexpected news that he “ might” be moving to 
America! Don’t worry, I won’t be successful he said,BUT he was 
and having kept the secret, which by now I think I’m quite good 
at, he is leaving us at the end of July. Now History will repeat 
itself eventually and I’ve been told 3 strikes and you’re out or as 
they say 3rd time lucky! Let’s hope so!
The world is in a difficult place right now and we are all doing 
our best to keep safe and help our NHS.With that in mind, a few 
words which you can try to sing along to BRING HIM HOME.It 
is short but almost fits to our version in the Les Mis copy. Good 
Luck
STAY AT HOME, ON YOUR OWN, WATCH YOUR HEALTH, 
LOOK AFTER YOURSELF.
HOUSE IS CLEAN, GARDEN PRISTINE, ALL JOBS DONE, 
NOW FOR FUN,
WHO CAN TELL, IF ALL IS WELL, THEN WE’LL MEET, 
ABOUT SIX FEET!!
PLEASE KEEP SAFE, STAY AT HOME
ALL GOOD WISHES
NORMA

Covid Corner

The number of bad Covid 19 jokes circulating is 
reaching alarming proportions.  Scientists say it 
may be a pundemic.    

Actually the Corona virus is a blessing – my wife 
doesn't want to travel any more – she never buys 
anything online as it all comes from China -she 
doesn't go out shopping to avoid the crowds and 
she spends all the time in a mask with her mouth 
closed . Best thing that's ever happened in my 
life!

Then there was the girl who broke up with her 
boyfriend because he contracted Corona virus. 
She washed her hands of him.                              
Kid:    Hey Mum when is this Corona virus thing 
gonna be over?                                                             
Mum:    Just shut up and eat yout toilet paper.

Corona virus has caused our supermarket to sell 
out of pasta. All because of a fusilli people.

My mum always told me I wouldn't accomplish 
anything lying in bed all day – but look who's 
saving the world now!                                          
After weeks of self isolation it is really upsetting 
to me to witness my wife standing at the living 
room window with tears streaming down her 
cheeks. Don't get me wrong I sympathise with 
her. I've considered letting her in many times but 
but rules are rules.

Glossary of Musical Terms
R   -    Z

You may be interested/glad/overjoyed to know  
that this is the last edition of this erudite series!
Recitative:          A disease that Verdi had
Refrain : Don't do it! (Except in music 

when it means do it again)
Relative Major:  An uncle in the Army
Sightread  :         Look at the top part of a   

clarinet
Sub dominant :  Under the wife's thumb
Syncopated :      Irregular. High fibre diet 

recommended
Unison :              A male child wih no siblings
Vibrato :              Singers equivalent of an                

               epileptic seizure.

DID YOU KNOW?

We have set up a WhatsApp group. It's called 
“City Sound Voices”.

Not an official choir communication channel 
but a friendship and support group to share 
news,views and gossip.

To join you just need to give Liz (L) your 
smartphone number and she will do the rest



Newsletter memories

The first Newsletter was in July 2015 when Jan Crane reported that in the previous three years we had worked hard to set up an 
administrative framework ,Constitution, 3 yearplan and website. We were waiting the outcome of our application to become a 
registered charity. Since then our group of singers has grown and there have many achievements. 

In that same month we recorded Locus Iste,Deep River and Morning Tide for BBC Radio 3's Sunday afternoon programme 'The 
Choir' and these were broadcast on 24th January 2016. In March that year a weekend tour to Cornwall saw us singing in Penzance 
and at the Minack Theatre . In 2017 we had a very busy year beginning with our 5th Anniversary concert at St. Stephens where we 
sang our top ten favourites and the world premier of Mark Boden's “That Music all around me”. On 15th July by invitation from 
Ann Burgess winner of the 2015 BBC carol competition we sang in the Frome Festival. On 23rd July we visited and sung in the 
Larmer Tree Gardens and this was previewed along with our memorable weekend to Aldeburgh in October where we sang at the 
Snape Maltings  and the parish church of St. Peter and St. Paul. Our last newsletter in January 2018 reported on this and on an 
excellent Xmas concert with KES 24 and Senior choir and Krystl Ride. My highlight of this was our first performance of “The Snow”. 
On April 7th we did a recital in Bath Abbey which coincided (approximately) with the start of the building works planned as part of 
the Abbey's “footprint” project. On 23rd June our workshop with Philip Stopford which Ruth had worked hard to secure took place 
and was previewed in the Newsletter with a summary of his life and career to date.

And now to celebrate and for the benefit of those not around in 2015 I reprint one of the first News letter articles ( my favourite 
wacky Borge-Dodd image)

“CONCERT SKILLS! Page turning notes from an unidentified piano recital                                                                                                      
Tonight's page -  turner  Seamus Lightfinger studied under the maestro Boris Shufflealot at tha South Western Academy of Page 
Turning in Limerick County Down. He has been turning pages here and abroad for many years for some of the world's leading 
pianists. In 1984 he won the prestigious Irish Times Page Turning Scholarship which sent him to Coventry to study page turning in 
both directions. He is the winner of the Rimsky Korsakov “Flight of the Bumblebee” Prestissimo medal having turned 47 pages in 
an unprecedentd 32 seconds”! He was also a silver medallist at the 2001 Musical Page Pick up Championships : contestants 
retrieve and re-arrange a musical score dropped from a Yamaha. He excelled in 'grace,swiftness and especially poise'. His 
techniques include both the finger-licking and the bent page corner methods working from a standard left bench position and he 
is the originator of the dipped elbow snatch, a style used to avoid obscuring the pianists view of the music. For encores he 
demonstrates the celebrated Gerard Hoffnung frustrated pianist flying sheet distribution  technique. He is page turner in 
residence in Copenhagen where he occupies the coveted Victor Borge Chair in the Danish Page Turning Institute. He is available 
for commisions at the rate of 75 Krone (10 Euros) per page

Do You know your Stuff?

What piece do these lib excerps come from? Which voice part or parts sing them and what comes next? Pieces chosen are 
as recent as possible so newer members have an equal chance. (Answers at the end of the Newsletter if you need 
them).Sing your part which follows maybe.

1. “In the rain the pavement shines like silver”                                                                                                                                       
2. “ It's asking for the taking,trembling,shaking”                                                                                                                                       
3.  “Any way the wind blows”                                                                                                                                                                        
4.  “When you dwell in the exile of a stranger”                                                                                                                                          
5. “Well it's three o'clock in the morning”                                                                                                                                                  
6. “ Lamb of God who takest away the sins of the world O grant them O grant them rest for evermore”                                

(English translation- sung in Latin)                                                                                                                                                  
7. “In a field by the river”                                                                                                                                                                               
8. “Through all the years full sure”                                                                                                                                                               
9.  “Do you bind roses in your hair?”                                                                                                                                                           
10. “ May the joy of the Angels”                                                                                                                                   

The importance of diction

A suspected Covid 19 male patient is lying in a hospital bed with an oxygen mask over his mouth and nose. A young student 
female nurse appears and gives him a partial sponge bath. “Nurse” he mumbles from behind the mask ,”are my testicles 
black?” Embarassed the young nurse replies, “I don't know Sir I'm only here to wash your upper body and feet”. He struggles 
to ask again, “Nurse please check for me. Are my testicles black?” Concerned that he might elevate his blood pressure and 
heart rate from worrying about his testicles, she overcomes her embarassment and pulls back the covers. She raises his 
gown,holds his manhood in one hand and his testicles gently in the other. She looks very closely and says, “ There's nothing 
wrong with them Sir,they look fine”. The man pulls off his oxygen mask, smiles at her and says,very slowly, “Thankyou very 
much. That was wonderful. Now listen very, very closely. Are - my - test – results - back?”



Quiz Answers

1.  Les Miserables  “On my Own”  Sopano line followed by”all the lights are misty in the river”                                   
2.  Let the River run. Sopano line followed by” Oh my heart is shaking. We're coming to the edge...”                         
3.  Bohemian Rhapsody . All parts sing it at the end.                                                                                                                
4. Do not be Afraid.  All voice parts. Followed by “Remember you are precious in my eyes”                                         
5. Goodnight Sweetheart.  Sopranos  followed by “and baby I just can't get right”                                                           
6. Faure Requiem Agnus Dei (movement 5). Tenors repeated by full chorus.                                                                     
7. Down by the Sally Gardens. Tenors  followed by “my love and I did stand”                                                                    
8. The Snow. Sopranos at top of last page followed by “not as the snow not as the snow.                                             
9. The Crown of Roses (Legend)  All parts at start of verse 3 followed by “they cried in scorn to Jesus there”           
10. A Christmas Blessing. Soprano introduction followed by “the gladness of the Shepherds”                                      

Lockdown Lexicon
Our ingenuity in preserving domestic life and social contact in the Corona lockdown has spawned many additions to our language:

Coronacoaster
The ups and downs of your mood during the pandemic.  You’re loving lockdown one minute but suddenly weepy with anxiety the 
next,  It truly is “an emotional coronacoaster”
Quarantinis
Experimental cocktails mixed from whatever random ingredients you have left in the house. The boozy equivalent of a store cupboard 
supper.  Southern Comfort and Ribena quarantine with a glace cherry garnish, anyone? These are sipped at “locktail Hour”, ie wine 
o’clock during lockdown, which seems to be creeping earlier with each passing week. 
Blue Skype thinking
A work brainstorming session which takes place over a video conferencing app. Such meetings might also be termed a 
“Zoomposium”. Naturally, they are to be avoided if at  all possible.
Le Creuset wrist
It’s the new “avocado hand” – an aching arm after taking one’s best saucepan outside to bang during the weekly “Clap for Carers”. It 
might be heavy but you’re keen to impress the neighbours with your high-Quality kitchenware.
Coronials
As opposed to millennials, this refers to the future generation babies conceived or born during coronavirus quarantine. They might 
also become known as “Generation C” or, more spookily, “Children of the Quarn”.
Furlough Merlot
Wine consumed in an attempt to relieve the frustration of not working, Also known as “bored-eaux” or “cabernet tedium”.
Coronadose
An overdose of bad news from consuming too much media during a time of crisis.  Can result in a panicdemic.
The elephant in the Zoom
The glaring issue during a video conferencing call that nobody feels able to mention. EG one participant has dramatically put on 
weight, suddenly sprouted  terrible facial hair or has a worryingly messy house visible in the back ground.
Quentin Quarantino
An attention-seeker using their time in lockdown to make amateur films which they’re convinced are funnier and cleverer than they 
actually are.
Covidiot or Wuhan-ker
One who ignores public health advice or behaves with reckless disregard for the safety of others can be said to display “covidiocy” or 
be “covidiotic”.  Also called a “lockclown” or even a “Wuhan-ker”.
Goutbreak
The sudden fear that you've consumed so much wine, cheese, home-made cake and Easter chocolate in lockdown that your ankles 
are swelling up like a medieval king’s.
Antisocial Distancing
Using health precautions as an excuse for snubbing neighbours and generally igoring people you find irritating.
Coughin’ dodger
Someone so alarmed by an innocuous splutter or throat-clear that they back away in terror.
Mask-ara
Extra make-up applied to “make one’s eyes pop ”before venturing out in public wearing a face mask.
Covid-10
The 10 lbs in weight that we’re all gaining from comfort eating and comfort drinking.  Also known as “fattening the curve”.
…and finally, finally: One sentence to sum up 2020, so far.  At one point this week, 1 loo roll was worth more than a barrel of crude 
oil!

Quiz Answers

1.  Les Miserables  “On my Own”  Sopano line followed by”all the lights are misty in the river”                                    
2.  Let the River run. Sopano line followed by” Oh my heart is shaking. We're coming to the edge...”                            
3.  Bohemian Rhapsody . All parts sing it at the end.                                                                                                                   
4. Do not be Afraid.  All voice parts. Followed by “Remember you are precious in my eyes”                                             
5. goodnight Sweetheart.  Sopranos  followed by “and baby I just can't get right”                                                               
6. Faure Requiem Agnus Dei (movement 5). Tenors repeated by full chorus.                                                                        
7. Down by the Sally Gardens. Tenors  followed by “my love and I did stand”                                                                       
8. The Snow. Sopranos at top of last page followed by “not as the snow not as the snow.                                                
9. The Crown of Roses (Legend)  All parts at start of verse 3 followed by “they cried in scorn to Jesus there”              
10. A Christmas Blessing. Soprano introduction followed by “the gladness of the Shepherds”                                         



      




